Basic Operation

**MUTE:** Press to MUTE audio.

**Power On/Off:** Press & hold to turn power ON or OFF.

**MENU:** Press to access MENU LIST. Continue to press to navigate through menu items: CONTRAST, CLOCK FORMAT, TIME SET, VOLUME PGM, BEEP TONE. Use ENCODER KNOB to adjust desired menu item.

**MODE:** With each press of the button the radio will change through the following modes: TUNER, DVD, AV IN-1, AV IN-2.

**VOLUME:** Rotate CLOCKWISE to INCREASE (+) volume. Rotate COUNTERCLOCKWISE to DECREASE (-) volume.

**DISPLAY:** Press to display the frequency/track info or various sound meter graphs.

**SUB-W:** Press to turn SUB-W ON or OFF.

**AS/P.S:** Press to SCAN through currently stored presets. Press & hold to STORE strongest broadcast stations in your area.

**STATION STORE BUTTONS:** Press & hold to store current channel playing. Momentarily press to recall stored channel. NOTE: You can store up to 30 channels (6 channels per band FM1, FM2, FM3, AM1, AM2).

**A/V INPUT:** Insert AUDIO/VIDEO device.

**BAND:** Press to select FM BAND and AM BAND.

**VOLUME:** Rotate CLOCKWISE to INCREASE (+) volume. Rotate COUNTERCLOCKWISE to DECREASE (-) volume.

**TUNE:** Press << or >> to SEEK TUNE to next strongest station. TO MANUALLY TUNE press & hold until screen says MANUAL. Press >> to tune UP in frequency. Press << to tune DOWN in frequency. Press & hold to fast search.

**XBASS:** Press to turn iX BASS ON or OFF.

**LO/DX:** To set AUTO TUNING to select strong local stations continue to press until LOC appears on screen.

**SUB-W:** Press to turn SUB-W ON or OFF.

**VOLUME:** Rotate CLOCKWISE to INCREASE (+) volume. Rotate COUNTERCLOCKWISE to DECREASE (-) volume.

**PLAY/PAUSE:** Press to PLAY or PAUSE current audio.

**STOP:** Press to STOP current audio.

**REPEAT:** Press once to REPEAT current track. Press again to REPEAT current folder. Press again to REPEAT all. Press again release function. (For MP3/WMA CDs ONLY).

**RDM:** Press to play each track in RANDOM order. Press again for NORMAL play.

**UP/DOWN:** Press to navigate UP or DOWN through MP3/WMA Folder/File list.

**EJECT:** Press to EJECT CD.

**AM/FM Tuner Controls**

**BAND:** Press to select FM BAND and AM BAND.

**VOLUME:** Rotate CLOCKWISE to INCREASE (+) volume. Rotate COUNTERCLOCKWISE to DECREASE (-) volume.

**TUNE:** Press << or >> to SEEK TUNE to next strongest station. TO MANUALLY TUNE press & hold until screen says MANUAL. Press >> to tune UP in frequency. Press << to tune DOWN in frequency. Press & hold to fast search.

**STATION STORE BUTTONS:** Press & hold to store current channel playing. Momentarily press to recall stored channel. NOTE: You can store up to 30 channels (6 channels per band FM1, FM2, FM3, AM1, AM2).

**A/V INPUT:** Insert AUDIO/VIDEO device.

**DISPLAY:** Press to display the frequency/track info or various sound meter graphs.

**AS/P.S:** Press to SCAN through currently stored presets. Press & hold to STORE strongest broadcast stations in your area.

**STATION STORE BUTTONS:** Press & hold to store current channel playing. Momentarily press to recall stored channel. NOTE: You can store up to 30 channels (6 channels per band FM1, FM2, FM3, AM1, AM2).

**VOLUME:** Rotate CLOCKWISE to INCREASE (+) volume. Rotate COUNTERCLOCKWISE to DECREASE (-) volume.

**PLAY/PAUSE:** Press to PLAY or PAUSE current audio.

**STOP:** Press to STOP current audio.

**REPEAT:** Press once to REPEAT current track. Press again to REPEAT current folder. Press again to REPEAT all. Press again release function. (For MP3/WMA CDs ONLY).

**RDM:** Press to play each track in RANDOM order. Press again for NORMAL play.

**UP/DOWN:** Press to navigate UP or DOWN through MP3/WMA Folder/File list.

**EJECT:** Press to EJECT CD.

**AM/FM Tuner Controls**

**BAND:** Press to select FM BAND and AM BAND.

**VOLUME:** Rotate CLOCKWISE to INCREASE (+) volume. Rotate COUNTERCLOCKWISE to DECREASE (-) volume.

**TUNE:** Press << or >> to SEEK TUNE to next strongest station. TO MANUALLY TUNE press & hold until screen says MANUAL. Press >> to tune UP in frequency. Press << to tune DOWN in frequency. Press & hold to fast search.

**STATION STORE BUTTONS:** Press & hold to store current channel playing. Momentarily press to recall stored channel. NOTE: You can store up to 30 channels (6 channels per band FM1, FM2, FM3, AM1, AM2).

**A/V INPUT:** Insert AUDIO/VIDEO device.

**DISPLAY:** Press to display the frequency/track info or various sound meter graphs.

**AS/P.S:** Press to SCAN through currently stored presets. Press & hold to STORE strongest broadcast stations in your area.

**STATION STORE BUTTONS:** Press & hold to store current channel playing. Momentarily press to recall stored channel. NOTE: You can store up to 30 channels (6 channels per band FM1, FM2, FM3, AM1, AM2).

**VOLUME:** Rotate CLOCKWISE to INCREASE (+) volume. Rotate COUNTERCLOCKWISE to DECREASE (-) volume.

**PLAY/PAUSE:** Press to PLAY or PAUSE current audio.

**STOP:** Press to STOP current audio.

**REPEAT:** Press once to REPEAT current track. Press again to REPEAT current folder. Press again to REPEAT all. Press again release function. (For MP3/WMA CDs ONLY).

**RDM:** Press to play each track in RANDOM order. Press again for NORMAL play.

**UP/DOWN:** Press to navigate UP or DOWN through MP3/WMA Folder/File list.

**EJECT:** Press to EJECT CD.
**DVD Controls**

- **VOLUME**: Rotate CLOCKWISE to INCREASE (+) volume. Rotate COUNTERCLOCKWISE to DECREASE (-) volume.
- **TUNE/TRK**: Press >> to SKIP FORWARD to next chapter. Press << to SKIP BACKWARD to previous chapter. Press & hold to FAST FORWARD or REWIND current play. Press PLAY to resume normal playback.
- **STOP**: Press to STOP current audio.
- **REPEAT**: Press once to REPEAT CHAPTER. Press again to REPEAT TITLE. Press again release function.
- **DVD MENU**: Press to access DVD MENU or ROOT on DVD.
- **DVD AUDIO**: Press & hold to select desired audio LANGUAGE.
- **EJECT**: Press to EJECT DVD.
- **SEARCH**: Press to access play list & available search modes. Use the VOL knob to navigate through the available play lists. Push the VOL/ENTER knob to make selection.
- **VOLUME**: Rotate CLOCKWISE to INCREASE (+) volume. Rotate COUNTERCLOCKWISE to DECREASE (-) volume.
- **PAUSE**: Press to PLAY or PAUSE current audio.
- **RDM**: Press to play each track in RANDOM order. Press again for NORMAL play.
- **iPod Info Display**: Continue to press to scroll through song TITLE, ARTIST, and ALBUM info on the display.
- **SEARCH**: Press to access play list & available search modes. Use the VOL knob to navigate through the available play lists. Push the VOL/ENTER knob to make selection.
- **OSD (AS/PS)**: Press once to display Time Played, Time Remaining and Chapter & Title info. Press again for normal playback.
- **SETUP (AS/PS)**: Press & hold to display SYSTEM SETUP MENU. Use ENCODER KNOB to navigate through menu. Use TRACK UP/DOWN to navigate through desired menu item. Press ENCODER KNOB to select desired item. Press AS/PS again to resume normal playback.
- **SEARCH**: Press to access play list & available search modes. Use the VOL knob to navigate through the available play lists. Push the VOL/ENTER knob to make selection.
- **VOLUME**: Rotate CLOCKWISE to INCREASE (+) volume. Rotate COUNTERCLOCKWISE to DECREASE (-) volume.

**iPod Controls**

- **TUNE/TRK**: Press << or >> to select the NEXT or PREVIOUS track. Press & hold to FAST FORWARD or REWIND current track. Release to resume normal playback.
- **PAUSE**: Press to PLAY or PAUSE current audio.
- **RDM**: Press to play each track in RANDOM order. Press again for NORMAL play.
- **iPod Info Display**: Continue to press to scroll through song TITLE, ARTIST, and ALBUM info on the display.

**Setting the Clock**

- **TIME FORM SET**: Rotate knob CLOCKWISE or COUNTERCLOCKWISE to choose TIME FORMAT between 12 HOURS and 24 HOURS. Press encoder knob to set desired selection.
- **CLOCK SET**: Rotate knob CLOCKWISE to increment the MINUTES. Rotate knob COUNTERCLOCKWISE to increment the HOUR. Clock will set after a few seconds when screen times out.
- **MENU**: Press to enter MENU SETUP. Continue to press to access CLOCK SETTINGS. Use ENCODER KNOB to set the time. Continue to press to access TIME FORM SETTING. Use ENCODER KNOB to set time format.